
In this �eld of global market Straaltechniek International designed and manufactured a standard conveyor machine, which 

covers a lot of demands in the market. By standardization of the production, we can offer this high quality machine against a 

very competitive price.

This shot blasting machine is standard equipped with the unique GN® blast wheels which require little maintenance, keep 

maintenance costs down to an absolute minimum and ensures that the highest possible rate of production will be achieved.

On this machine are installed 2 GN® wheels 330, each driven by a 7,5 kW motor , 3.000 rpm. To blast many different materials such 

as castings, small assemblies, forgings, cycle frames, gas cylinders and other work pieces which due to their shape and size can be 

hanged on a hook or Christmas tree.

All work pieces rotate and/or move within the range of the blast wheels and are thus thoroughly shot blasted.

This machine is manufactured from steel plate 4 mm, equipped with manganese steel wheel box, protected by manganese shield 8 

mm on the direct shot blasting area and extra wear resistant rubber 6 mm outside the hot spot area.

The manganese lining consists of removable shields within the range of the blast wheels. The newly developed abrasive separators 

ensure that the abrasive receives optimum cleaning and a high shot blasting speed can be achieved.

The entire assembly complies with the most strict European standards. Thus - for instance - dust emissions from the dust collector are 

guaranteed to remain below 3 mg/Nm3. The control unit incorporates a PLC controller.
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TECHNICAL DATA
SIB

HB 1000 x 1400 

1 Max hook loading capacity kg 500

2 Max piece dimensions ø x H mm 1000x1400

3 Type of track type Y

4 Opening of the door type 1150x1600 pneumatic

5 Installed power kW 21

6 Number of GN® wheels pcs 2

7 Abrasive throwing wheel power kW 7,5

8 Diameter of throwing wheels mm 330

9 Abrasive circulation capacity 500

10 Machine weight kg 4.300

11 Dust colector type type CDRH-6

12 Exhaust air quantity (m3/h) m3/h 4.000

kg/min

Technical drawings of a standard overhead conveyor machine.
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